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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether an empirical
relationship existed among the mid-life transition, death anxiety, and
self actualization.

Male faculty members from Louisiana State

University, ages ranging from 27-55, were compared at three stages of
the adult life cycle; pre mid-life transition, mid-life transition,
and post mid-life transition.

Thirty subjects were randomly assigned

to each of the three life cycle groups.

The experimenter administered

to the subjects the Death Anxiety Scale, the Death Concern Scale, the
Reaction Time Word Association Test, and cards 2, 13B, and 15 of the
Thematic Apperception Test to tap consciously and unconsciously ex
pressed death anxiety.

In addition, the experimenter asked the sub

jects to complete the Personal Orientation Inventory in order to assess
differences in degree of self actualization among the three groups.
Finally, the experimenter administered the subjects the Neutral Word
Association Test to evaluate whether there were methodological weak
nesses in the Reaction Time Word Association Test.
The hypotheses proposed in this study were only partially sup
ported.

As predicted, the mid-life transition group was significantly

higher in death anxiety than both the pre and post mid-life transition
groups.

Surprisingly, all groups appeared free from a conscious

concern with death but their responses at the unconscious level belied
their apparent denial.

Contrary to prediction, the mid-life transition
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group did not have a significant and higher positive canonical correla
tion between the conscious and unconscious measures of death anxiety
than either of the other two groups.

Moreover, no one group was defined

as significantly more self actualizing.

Additional unexpected results

were the pre and post mid-life transition groups* significant positive
canonical correlations and the mid-life transition group's nonsignifi
cant canonical correlation between the death anxiety and self actualiza
tion variables.

The comparison of the two word association tests

yielded mixed results in terms of casting doubt on the strengths of the
Reaction Time Word Association Test,

Finally, theoretical and method

ological issues of death anxiety research are discussed.

viii

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
Three thrusts recently have emerged in contemporary psychology
that are Independently gaining serious attention in both the popular
and the professional press.

These three areas are adult developmental

stages— the mid-life transition, man's universal fear of death— death
anxiety, and the rallying cry of the human potential movement— self
actualization.
Nowhere, in any of the extant literature, has been found an
attempt either empirically or theoretically to integrate these areas
which seem to have logical conceptual similarities.

Thus, this

dissertation has begun to assess the relationship between these three
domains of current concern.

Adult Developmental Stages
Students of the life cycle are increasingly aware that the stages
of adult development are as complex and fruitful for Investigation as
are the stages of childhood and adolescence.

Yet Sheehy (1976) pointed

out that what Spock and Gesell did for children has not been done for
adults; the courses of childhood and adolescence have been painstakingly
plotted, but adulthood has been left, until recently, unchartered.
Although adulthood as a legitimate area of research has largely been
ignored, some contributions by notable psychologists have been made,
Jung (1933) was one of the earliest modern psychologists to
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address the unique developmental tasks of "the second half of life."
He eloquently describes this process in the following passage;
We see that in this phase of life, between 35 and 40, a significant
change in the human psyche is in preparation. . . . Just as the
childish person shrinks back from the unknown in the world and in
human existence, so the grown man shrinks back from the second
half of life.
In order to characterize it I must take for comparison the
daily course of the sun. In the morning . . . the sun pursues its
unforeseen course of the zenith. . . .
At the stroke of noon the
descent begins. And the descent means the reversal of all the
ideals and values that we cherished in the morning.
. . . We cannot live the afternoon of life according to the
programme of life's morning--for what was great in the morning
will be little at evening, and what in the morning was true will
at evening become a lie (pp. 120-125).
A few years after Jung's (1933) statement, Frenkel-Brunswik
(1936) became the first psychologist to define the life cycle as a series
of stages.

From biographical research, she concluded that every person

passes through five sharply demarcated phases, and her thesis on the
life cycle was the forerunner of Erikson's (1950) "Eight Stages of
Man"— the best known work in this area.

Even with the pioneering re

search of Erikson, who had the vision to conceive of the entire life
span as being developmentslly fertile, there is evidence that he,too,
has given the stages of adulthood short shrift.
Neugarten (1964) and Buhler (1968) are other researchers who
attempted to study middle age.

Their work which consisted of tracing

changes in individuals' personality and values also indicated a phasic
process to development.
While efforts have been made by the aforementioned investigators
to try to understand the entire span of human development, their thinking
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and research on adulthood has been found lacking in conceptual clarity
and heuristic value

Not until the early seventies did psychologists

begin to address the complex nature of the adult life cycle.

Working

independently and with widely differing populations, Gould (1972),
Vaillant (1972), and Levinson (1974) undertook the first serious studies
of male adult developmental stages and came up with remarkably similar
results.
A synthesis of Gould, Vaillant, and Levinson's work yields the
following descriptions of the stages of adult development as formulated
by their research findings:

16-22
The main developmental task of this stage is to reduce depen
dence on family support and authority and to regard oneself as being
more self sufficient. This period of "pulling up roots" ends when one
has for the most part separated from the family and has begun to make
a place for oneself in the adult world.

23-28
The overall developmental task of this period Is to explore and
make provisional commitments to adult responsibilities, memberships,
roles, and relationships. It is a time to establish one's competence
and self reliance in the adult world.

29-34
Levinson (1974) described this period as "a wrenching struggle
among incompatible drives for order, stability and control, for freedom
from all restraints, for upward mobility at work." Age 30 typically
ushers in a time of uncertainty when adults became less confident,
doubt their worth, and start finding life more difficult. This brief
period of questioning is followed by the beginnings of settling down
and the making of deeper commitments to career, family, and valued
interests.
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35-45
This stage is a time of increasing instability, likened to a
second adolescence. Adults come to realize that life is not forever and
that time is running out. Gould, Vaillant, and Levinson conclusively
agree that the "mid-life crisis" comes during this period. They further
agree that while this is a time of deep emotional transition, it can
also yield what Erikson (1950) terms "generativity," i.e., nurturing,
teaching, and serving others.

46-55
The period of post raid-life transition is described as a time
of restabilization and great satisfaction, when one comes to terms with
time and with one's self as a stable personality. The years beyond 50
can be viewed as a stable, settling down time when change loses the
importance it had in earlier years, friends and old values become more
important, and focus on day-to-day living is increased, with less
concern for past or future.
The research of Gould, Vaillant, and Levinson has called atten
tion to an important change that has been occurring in society which
Levinson (1976a) termed "Middle Age Liberation."

In light of this

finding the researchers contended that a critical passage in the course
of adult development is the mid-life transition.

Although they equally

chartered the other periods of early and middle adulthood, they con
cluded that the developmental tasks during the decade of 35-45 have the
greatest impact on the quantity and quality of the rest of an individual's
life.

The Mid-Life Transition
Levinson (1974) considered one of the principle tasks of the midlife transition to be the termination of early adulthood and the initia
tion of middle adulthood.

The major orienting thrust during this

transitional period is the reevaluation of one's existing life structure.
The midlifer enters a stage of intense existential reappraisal which
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evokes tumultous struggles within the self and with the external world,
but which also prepares him for the possibility of further personal
growth.
Brocher's (1975at 1975b, 1975c) work with thousands of execu
tives at the Menninger Foundation's Center for Applied Behavioral
Science led him to make the following observations about the mid-life
transition.

During the ages 35-45, the individual begins to focus upon

the limitations of the second half of life.

He is faced with an in

creasing sense of bodily decline and with the loss of youthful adven
tures, ideas, and zest.

Moreover, the mid-life transition reveals

whether a marriage is based on an emotionally mature relationship or
whether it is merely a superficial relationship based on sexual comfort
of the husband and satisfaction of hidden security needs of the wife.
The polarity of masculine and feminine also becomes an important issue,
for the mid-life transition asks for the liberation of the man in every
woman as well as for the liberation of the woman in every man.

In

professional life, the individual is confronted with serious doubts
about being on the right track.

With the increasing eventualities of

changing careers, jobs, or locations, nagging uncertainties are fed
unless these changes represent new challenges that can contribute to
personal growth and development.

Brocher (1975a) concluded "it is quite

paradoxical that when a person enters the prime of life, he is also
beset by these physical and psychological crises."

But he admitted that

"it is a turbulence experienced by all."
Sheehy (1976), in her bestseller Passages;

Predictable Crises

of Adult Life, coined the phrase "The Deadline Decade" to describe the
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mid-life transition.

Her research findings, which were based on depth

interviews with hundreds of people at various points in the life cycle,
led her to the conclusion that the mid-life passage is christened with
a vague feeling that time is running out:
1 have reached some sort of meridian in my life. I had better
take a survey, reexamine where I have been, and reevaluate how
I am going to spend my resources from now on. . . . Underneath
this vague feeling is the fact yet unacknowledged that there is
a down side to life, a back of the mountain and that 1 have only
so much time before the dark to find my own truth. . . .
We see
the dark at the end of the tunnel first. The first time the
idea breaks through no matter how sound the state of our health
and how substantial our position, most of us became intensely
preoccupied with signs of aging and premature doom (pp. 242-243).
Sheehy noted that when an individual becomes susceptible to the idea of
his eventual perishability, several changes occur with respect to the
individual’s perceptions of himself vis a vis the world:

a change in

the amount of danger and safety felt in his life; a change in time
sense; a change in sense of aliveness vs stagnation; a change in sense
of self and others; a de-illusioning of dreams; and a groping towards
authenticity.
jaques' (1965) article Death and the Mid-Life Crisis has become
the seminal work on this topic.

He discovered that the period between

35-45 was a critical stage of development upon noticing a marked ten
dency toward crisis in the creative work of great men during the midlife transition decade.

He delineated the ’hold-life crisis" as

expressing itself in three different ways:

(1) the creative career may

come to an end either by the drying up of creative work or in actual
death; (2 ) the creative capacity may begin to show and to express itself
for the first time; (3) the quality and content of creativeness may
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change decisively.

Among the several examples of creative artists

pointed to by Jaques are Michaelangelo, who by age 40 had completed his
greatest masterpieces, David, the Sistine Chapel, and Moses; Gaugin who
at age 33 gave up his job in a bank and by age 39 had established his
career as an artist; and Shakespeare who by 35 wrote all his historical
plays and comedies and shifted focus thereafter to his tragedies.
Jaques maintained that the essence of the mid-life crisis is
most clearly observed in the lives of the great.

But he also posited

as the main theme of his article that this period of crisis is a re
action which not only occurs in creative genius but manifests itself in
some form in everyone.

Jaques concluded that the psychological nature

of the reactions during this period

is best explained by the personal

awareness that death lies beyond this developmental hurdle.

He vividly

stated:
It is this fact of the entry upon the psychological scene of the
reality and inevitability of one's own eventual personal death
that is the central and crucial feature of the mid-life phase,
the feature which precipitates the critical nature of the period.
. . . Death at the conscious level Instead of being a general con
ception or an event experienced in terms of the loss of someone
else, becomes a personal matter, one's own death, one's own real
and actual mortality (p. 506).
Jaques' contention has been supported by other mid-life transi
tion spokesmen (Marmor, 1967; Gould, 1972; Vaillant, 1972; LeShan, 1974;
Lifton, 1974; Levinson, 1974, 1976a, 1976b; Brocher, 1975a, 1975b,
1975c; Dolgoff, 1975; and Sheehy, 1976) who all asserted that during
this passage the single most critical task is the individual's
conscious confrontation with the issue that he is someday going to die.
Although all of these authors made this claim from either theoretical
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speculation or clinical observation, none based their assertions on an
empirically guided study of death anxiety.
The problem of man's concern with his own mortality is not a
recent development.

The current resurgence of interest focused by the

aforementioned psychological investigators is part of a larger intel
lectual movement that has guided scholars from several disciplines since
recorded time.

The Existence of Death Anxiety
Choron (1964) stated that the problem of death is "the profoundest theme which has troubled, mystified, and haunted mankind" and "that
fear is the perennial companion of death is taken for granted by most
writers on the subject be they poets, scientists, or philosophers" (pp.
32, 96).

Indeed, Hartland (1914), Hocart (1931), Malinowski (1925),

Chadwick (1927), Muller (1931), Zilboorg (1943), Wahl (1959) and
Alexander and Adlerstein (1960) all argued that it is quite likely that
death anxiety is latent in all human beings.
Becker (1973) professed that one of the great discoveries of mod
ern thought, then, is that of all the things that move western man, the
principal one is his terror of death.

He came to the conclusion in The

Denial of Death that "the idea of death, the fear of it, haunts the human
animal like nothing else; it is the mainspring of human activity, activ
ity, designed largely to avoid the fatality of death, to overcome it by
denying in same way that it is the final destiny for man" (p. ix).
Becker finally considered that the real problem is how to make sense out
of the fear of death and he indicated that the two major schools of
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contemporary thought which have attempted to explain systematically
death anxiety have been psychoanalysis and existentialism.
Psychoanalytic theory is divided into two frameworks with
respect to conceptualizing death anxiety.
death instinct, the other does not.

One uses the concept of the

Common to the interpretations that

do not use the concept of the death instinct is that death anxiety is a
secondary phenomenon.

In keeping with this notion certain authors have

postulated four sources:

1) castration fear (Freud, 1923; Bromberg and

Schilder, 1933; McClelland, 1964); 2) fear of separation or object loss
(Bromberg and Schilder, 1936; Anthony, 1940; Rank, 1945; Brown, 1959;
Natterson and Knudson, 1965); 3) superego dynamics (Freud, 1923;
Chadwick, 1929; Bromberg and Schilder, 1936; Zilboorg, 1938; Diggory
and Rothman, 1965) and 4) fear of one's own Introverted destructive
impulses (Fenichel, 1945).
Although Freud (1915) vehemently claimed that "our unconscious
does not believe in its own death; in the unconscious everyone of us is
convinced of his own immortality," he (1920) elevated death from
secondary to primary psychological significance by formulating the
death instinct.

Stekel (1908) and Klein (1948) have tried to link death

fear to the death instinct by proposing that anxiety over one's death
is causally related to the workings of the death instinct.
Stolorow (1973) stated that existential interpretations of death
anxiety must be considered within the broader context of existen
tialism's attempt to define the ontological structure of anxiety in
general.

May (1958) summarized the thinking of earlier existentialists

(Heideggar, 1949; Tillich, 1952; Kierkegaard, 1957; and Sartre, 1956,
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1960) by stating that "the existentialist philosopher's portray man as
a being who is in a constant 'dialectical relation with Nonbeing,
trembling as he gapes into the abyss of nothingness.'

Anxiety is called

forth by the emergence of possibility, since every possibility involves
a threat to security, a threat of Nonbeing, of death.

Death anxiety is

omnipresent since it is built into the ontological structure of man's
existence as such" (p. 275).

Thus, according to existential theory,

death anxiety is not a secondary derivative but the rock bottom core of
every fear.

The phenomena of life are interpreted by existentialists,

then, as attempts to defend against the experience of death anxiety.
Empirical investigations of death anxiety have occupied psy
chologists since Scott (1896), but as Lester (1967) pointed out, our
understanding of this phenomenon has increased very little compared to
progress in other areas of psychology.

Several authors (Lester, 1967;

Feifel, 1969; Durlak, 1972, 1973) have reviewed the current status of
research on death anxiety and noted certain key issues.
was terminology.

One such issue

The terms "anxiety" and "fear" have been used inter-

changeabfy, but in reference to death, "anxiety" seems more relevant since
it refers to an unknown, while "fear" more appropriately refers to
definite objects (Stekel, 1908).
Evidence for death anxiety has been collected in two ways:
direct methods, e.g., interviews and questionnaires (Schilder, 1936;
Anthony, 1940; Nagy, 1948; Sarnoff and Corwin, 1959; Collett and Lester,
1969; Templer, 1970; Dickstein, 1972) and Indirect methods, e.g., the
Thematic Apperception Test (Shrut, 1958; Rhudick and Dibner, 1961;
Dickstein, 1975), reaction time and GSR on word associations to death
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and neutral words (Alexander, Colley and Adlerstein, 1957; Alexander
and Adlerstein, 1958, 1960; Felfel and Branscomb, 1973; Feifel,
Freilich, and Hermann, 1973; and Felfel, 1974), and latency of reading
colors of death and non-death words (Felfel and Branscomb, 1973).
general, direct methods (Templer, 1971; Dickstein,

In

1972) have been found

effective in tapping conscious awareness of death anxiety while indi
rect methods (Alexander and Adlerstein, 1958, 1960; Feifel and Branscomb,
1973; Feifel, Freilich, and Hermann, 1973; Feifel, 1974; and Dickstein,
1975) have been more effective in bypassing the operation of defenses,
thus tapping unconscious correlates of death anxiety.
The main thrust of past research has been to correlate death
anxiety with such demographic variables as sex (Middleton, 1936; Diggory
and Rothman, 1961; Lowry, 1965), occupation (Stacey and Markin, 1952;
Swenson, 1961), residence (Shrut, 1958), marital status (Swenson, 1961),
interests and health (Christ, 1961; Jeffers, Nichols, and Eisdorfer,
1961; Templer, 1971), education (Christ, 1961, Jeffers, Nichols, and
Eisdorfer, 1961; Swenson, 1961) and age (Schilder and Wechsler, 1934;
Nagy, 1938, 1948; Feifel, 1956; Natterson and Knudson, 1960; Christ, 1961;
Swenson, 1961; Fortz, 1965; Feifel and Branscomb, 1973).
The personal characteristic of degree of consciousness was
another important variable related to death anxiety.

Empirical evidence

(Alexander, Colley and Adlerstein, 1957; Alexander and Adlerstein, 1958,
I960; Feifel and Branscomb, 1973; Feifel, Freilich, and Hermann, 1973;
and Feifel, 1974) revealed that while a large number of people claim on
a conscious verbal level not to be concerned with thoughts of death,
their unconscious reactions to death, as measured either by longer
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reaction time latencies, significant GSR responses, and more recall
errors to death words, indicated that "death is not a matter of indif
ference."
Lester (1967) and Feifel and Branscomb (1973) pointed out that
much of the evidence on demographic variables and personal character
istics conflict mainly because of inadequate conceptualization of the
studies, narrowly defined populations, and limited measurement.

How

ever, Lester (1967) remarked that age obviously affects attitudes
toward death until mental development is complete.

He concluded,

"thereafter it would seem that personality factors and life experiences
are the important determinants of the fear of death" (p. 31).

Feifel

and Branscomb (1973) also contended that personality and psychosocial
factors are relevant variables in the future study of the "multidimen
sional nature" of death anxiety.
While a myriad of theorists have conceptualized, studied, and
researched death anxiety from their particular perspective, psycholo
gists writing from a humanistic orientation (Feifel, 1969; McKissack,
1974; Kubler-Ross, 1975; and Worden, 1976), have proposed that facing
one's inevitable and eternal cessation may be a fundamental growth
challenge.
Kllbler-Ross asked "how can death contribute to growth?"

She

answered this important question by stating;
If we look at death from a different perspective, then we can
see that it is the promise of death more than any other force in
life that can move a human being to grow. . . . Perhaps death
reminds us that our time is limited and that we'd better accom
plish our purpose here on earth before our time runs out. . . .
But if you have the courage to deal with it when it comes into
your life, to accept it as an important and valuable part of
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life, then whether you are facing the Inevitability of your own
death, that of someone In your care, or that of a loved one, you
will grow; you will become all that is truly you and at the same
time, more fully human (p. 117).
The thinking of Feifel (1969), McKlssack (1974), Kubler-Ross (1975) and
Worden (1976) loudly echo the quest for realizing one's fullest poten
tial, i.e., self actualization, which is the guiding force of the human
potential movement.

The Human Potential Movement— Self Actualization
As Kopp (1971) has discussed, the human potential movement arose
as a reaction against psychoanalysis' reduction of man to a sick com
promise between chaotic instincts and repressive social forces and
behaviorism’s detached dehumanization of man to the level of a technical
problem to be solved, no different than a dog to be trained.
Schutz (1967) viewed the basic philosophy of the human potential
movement to be that of openness and honesty.

He further stated that "A

man must be willing to let himself be known to himself and others.

He

must express and explore his feelings and open up areas long dormant and
possibly painful with the faith that in the long run the pain will give
way to a release of vast potential for creativity and joy.

This is an

exhilarating and frightening prospect, one which is often accompanied by
agony, but which usually leads to ecstacy" (p. 19).
The most eloquent spokesmen of the movement have been Maslow
(1968, 1970, 1971), Rogers (1942, 1951, 1961), Peris (1969), and Ellis
(1961, 1962) who all proposed that the tendency to actualize one's
inherent potentialities is the most fundamental task of living.

The

term self actualization was coined originally by Goldstein (1939) to
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describe the growing process of the organism.

Most recently, Shostrom

(1968, 1972, 1976) integrated the work of Maslow, Rogers, Ferls, and
Ellis and evolved his own formulation of self actualization.

He e x 

plained self actualization as a philosophy that emphasizes process,
change, and the uniqueness of each person seeking fulfillment.

Thus,

he used the concept to stress being what one is and becoming more of
what one can be as opposed to being in a static state.

Shostrom

further defined self actualization as a process of growth gained through
examining and expanding one's assumption about life, thus rediscovering
throughout the entire life cycle a viable ethic for living.
Research in the human potential movement has been mainly
directed to the development and evaluation of instruments which measure
self actualization (Shostrom, 1963; Shostrom, Knapp and Knapp, 1976)
and to the assessment of laboratory learning, a humanistically based
method of personal, interpersonal, group, and organizational growth
(Cooper and Mangham, 1971; Soloman and Berzon, 1971; Golembiewski and
Blumberg, 1973; Lieberman, Yalom and Miles, 1973; Smith, 1975).

Both

of these thrusts have established the validity of self actualization as
a quantifiable construct.

Quite surprisingly though, little research

has attempted to investigate self actualization from a developmental
perspective.

From a theoretical point of view (Maslow, 1970), it has

been proposed that peaks of actualizing cannot be reached until full
maturity is attained.

In exploring a university for self actualizing

persons, Maslow discovered that the level of actualizing reached by his
older subjects could not be achieved by young developing persons in our
society.

This contention has been supported with empirical data based
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on the administration of a widely used measure of self actualization
(Shostrom, Knapp and Knapp, 1976).

Scores for adult samples tended to

be higher than those based on high school student samples, advanced
college student samples were higher than those of entering college
freshmen, and samples from both college groups were higher than high
school-age samples.

The need for further research on the relationship

of actualizing in the early and middle adulthood years was clearly indi
cated from the questions raised by Maslow (1970) and Shostrom, Knapp,
and Knapp, (1976).

Summary and Formulation of Present Research Project
The above review suggests that there are existing deficits in
the three areas under consideration, deficits which raise a number of
issues suitable for further investigation.

For one, due to mere avail

ability of subjects, research on the relationship of death anxiety to
stages of the life cycle has been exclusively focused on either children
and adolescents (Schilder and Wechsler, 1934; Nagy, 1938, Nagy, 1948;
Kastenbaum, 1959; Natterson and Knudson, 1960; Portz, 1965) or geriatric
populations (Feifel, 1956; Christ, 1961; Jeffers, Nichols, and Eisdorfer,
1961; Rhudick and Dibner, 1961; Swenson, 1961).

No one has attempted

to establish an empirical relationship between death anxiety and the
adult stages of the life cycle, particularly the mid-life transition.
Next, self-actualization has not been viewed from a psychosocial
perspective; i.e., no one has attempted to establish an empirical rela
tionship between self-actualization and the adult stages of the life
cycle.

Finally, no one has ever attempted to establish a relationship

between death anxiety and self-actualization within each particular
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stage of the adult life cycle.
The present study was thus conceived to evaluate whether a rela
tionship existed among the mid-life transition, death anxiety, and self
actualization.

Faculty members from Louisiana State University were

compared at three stages of the life cycle; pre mid-life transition,
mid-life transition, and post mid-life transition.

Direct and indirect

measures of death anxiety--tapping conscious and unconscious death
concern respectively— were used to assess the differences within and
among the three groups.

In addition, a widely used measure of self

actualization was utilized to assess the differences among the three
groups on this dimension.

The measures of death anxiety and self

actualization were then correlated within each of the three stages

in

an attempt to establish an empirically based relation among these
variables.

Hypotheses
The following hypotheses were proposed from the issues raised
in the preceding literature review.
1)

There is a relationship between death anxiety and the stages of
the adult life cycle examined in this study.
a)

Based on the work of Jaques, 1965; Marmor, 1967; Gould, 1972;
Vaillant, 1972; LeShan, 1974, Lifton, 1974; Levinson, 1974,
1976a, 1976b; Brocher, 1975a, 1975b, 1975c; Dolgoff, 1975, and
Sheehy, 1976, it was hypothesized that;
The mid-life transition group has significantly higher
death anxiety scores (as measured by the Death Anxiety
Scale, DAS (Templer, 1970), The Death Concern Scale, DCS
(Dickstein, 1972), The Reaction Time Word Association Test,
RTHAT (Feifel and Branscomb, 1973) and The Thematic Apper
ception Test, TAT (Morgan and Murray, 1935)) than either
the pre or post mid-life transition groups.
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b)

Based on the work of the above authors and the work of Alexander,
Colley and Adlerstein, 1957; Alexander and Adlersteln, 1958,
1960; Felfel and Branscomb, 1973; Felfel, Freilich, and Hermann,
1973; and Feifel, 1974, it was hypothesized that;
The mid-life transition group has a significant and higher
positive canonical correlation between the conscious (DAS,
DCS) and unconscious (RTWAT, TAT) measures of death anxiety
than either the pre or post mid-life transition groups.

2)

There is a relationship between self actualization and the stages
of the adult life cycle examined in this study.
Based on the work of Maslow, 1970; Gould, 1972; Vaillant, 1972;
Levinson, 1974; Sheehy, 1976; and Shostrom, Knapp, and Knapp,
1976 it was hypothesized that:
The mid-life transition group is defined as less self
actualizing on Shostrom1s (1963) Personal Orientation
Inventory (POI) than either the pre or post mid-life
transition groups.
The post mid-life transition group is defined as more
self actualizing on Shostrom's (1963) POI than either
the pre or mid-life transition groups.

3)

There is a relationship between death anxiety and self actualiza
tion within each of the stages of the adult life cycle examined in
this study.
Based on the work of Jaques, 1965; Marmor, 1967; Feifel, 1969;
Maslow, 1970; Gould, 1972; Vaillant, 1972; LeShan, 1974; Lifton,
1974; Levinson, 1974, 1976a, 1976b; McKissack, 1974; Brocher,
1975a, 1975b, 1975c; Kubler-Ross, 1975; Sheehy, 1976; Shostrom,
Knapp, and Knapp, 1976; and Worden, 1976, it was hypothesized
that;
The mid-life transition group has a significant negative
canonical correlation between death anxiety (DAS, DCS,
RTWAT, TAT) and self actualization (12 scales of the POI),
i.e., high death anxiety and low self actualization.
The post mid-life transition group has a significant
negative canonical correlation between death anxiety (DAS,
DCS, RTWAT, TAT) and self actualization (12 scales of the
POI), i.e., low death anxiety and high self actualization.
No significant relationship was hypothesized for the pre
mid-life transition group.

METHOD

Subjects
The subjects for this investigation were 90 male faculty members
from Louisiana State University.
manner:

They were selected in the following

a master list of Baton Rouge Campus faculty, ages ranging from

27 to 55, excluding the Psychology Department and females, was obtained
from the Chancellor's Office; the list was organized into three age
groups— pre mid-life transition (27-34), mid-life transition (35-45),
and post mid-life transition (46-55); 30 subjects were then chosen from
within each age group by a systematic random sample.

Female faculty

were not used in this investigation since the proposed hypotheses were
formulated from research done on the adult, male life cycle.

Method of Subject Selection
The 90 subjects were initially contacted by telephone by the
investigator who identified himself in the following manner:
name is Steve Katz, a doctoral candidate in psychology.

"Hello, my

X am doing my

dissertation on adult attitudes toward life and death and I am calling
to ask for your help in this project.

I obtained your name after doing

a random sample of the faculty at LSU and you were one of the 90 who
came out in the sample.

I am calling to see whether I can make an

appointment to come see you next week and try to interest you in being
a participant in this study."

If the individual agreed to make an

appointment, a time was set and he was seen the following week.
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an Individual indicated that he was not interested, he was thanked for
his time and replaced in the sample by the next name on the master list.
During the individual appointment, the subject was again told
that the research project was concerned with adult attitudes toward life
and death.

In addition, he was informed that the data collection would

take place during the months of January and February, 1977, and that
the time involvement would consist of a brief interview and the comple
tion of four pencil and paper tests that would take no longer than an
hour and one half to fill out.

The subject was also told that he could

terminate participation at any time, that results would remain anonymous
and confidential, and that feedback would be given to the entire 90 sub
jects either in a group presentation or individually if he was not
comfortable in coming to a presentation.

Upon agreeing to participate

in the study, the subject was told that a letter would be sent to him
at the end of the current semester (fall, 1976) summarizing the points
made in the preceding interview and that he would be contacted early in
the next semester to make an appointment for the data collection to
begin.

The investigator offered to answer any questions before leaving.

Procedure
Participation in this investigation consisted of an hour and
one half session during which the experimenter recorded the subject's
date of birth and then administered to the subject the 20 words of the
Reaction Time Word Association Test, RTWAT (Feifel and Branscomb,
1973).

Word association stimuli were presented orally and the experi

menter's reading of the stimulus words as well as the subject's
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associations to each word were tape recorded.

Upon administration of

all the words, the experimenter readministered them to the subject,
this time asking him to recall his original associations.
words and recall associations were again tape recorded.

The stimulus
Reaction time

latencies of the tape recorded original and recall associations were
measured by the experimenter at a later time with a stopwatch to onetenth of a second.

After completion of the RTWAT, the experimenter

gave to the subject four pencil and paper tests to be filled out in the
following order:

The Personal Orientation Inventory, POI (Shostrom,

1963); The Death Anxiety Scale, DAS (Templer, 1970); The Death Concern
Scale, DCS (Dickstein, 1972); and cards 2, 13B, and 15 of the Thematic
Apperception Test, TAT (Morgan and Murray, 1935).

Upon completion of

these instruments, the experimenter then administered to the subject
the 20 words of the Neutral Word Association Test, NWAT.

The administra

tion, recording, and measuring procedure was identical to the RTWAT.
Upon completion of all the instruments, the experimenter debriefed the
subject about his participation in this study and asked him not to
discuss the specifics of his involvement with colleagues in his depart
ment who may be future participants.

A week after the data was col

lected from all the subjects, the experimenter sent them a letter
detailing the specific hypotheses and issues being studied in this
project.

Direct Measures of Death Anxiety

Death Anxiety Scale (DAS).

The DAS (Templer, 1970) is a 15 item

true-false instrument whose scores range from 0 to 15 (see Appendix I).
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Prior to its construction, only one attempt (Boyar, 1964; Fear of Death
Scale, FODS) had been made to establish a direct measure which had
reliability and validity.

By having the feature of being psychometri-

cally sound the DAS has become a widely used measure of death anxiety
(Templer, 1971).

In 1970, Templer thoroughly reviewed the procedures

by which he attained reliability and validity for the DAS.

The instru

ment was found to have an internal consistency of .76 and a three week
test-retest reliability of .83.
of ways.

Validity was established in a number

Templer's results Indicated that psychiatric patients who spon

taneously verbalized death anxiety concern have higher DAS scores than
other psychiatric patients.

Additionally seventy-six college under

graduates were administered the DAS which was found to be significantly
correlated with MMPI scales K, Pd (negative), and Si, Welsh Anxiety
Scale, Manifest Anxiety Scale, The Boyar Fear of Death Scale (FODS), and
affective responses to the word "death" on a word association task (all
positive).

Templer concluded the following:

(a) subjects in the

v

sample did not demonstrate high degrees of pathology or "fake good"
response tendencies;

(b) death anxiety and general anxiety are posi

tively related; (c) the FODS offers concurrent validity of the DAS;

(d)

the DAS specifically measures death anxiety rather than only anxiety in
general; and (e) there is projective confirmation of DAS validity.

In

the studies that have used the DAS (Templer, 1970; Templer and Dotson,
1970; Pandey and Templer, 1971; Templer, 1971a, b, c; Templer, Ruff and
Franks, 1971; Templer and Ruff, 1971; Berman, 1973; Krieger, Epting and
Leitner, 1974; Lucas, 1974) the authors suggested that while the DAS may
not be sensitive to death anxiety at unconscious levels, it is an effec
tive direct measure at the level of consciousness.
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The Death Concern Scale (DCS).

The DCS (Dickstein, 1972) is a

30 item objectively scored instrument whose scores range from 30 to 120
(see Appendix XI).

Dickstein's (1972) development of the DCS was an

additional attempt to construct a direct measure of death anxiety which
had adequate reliability and validity.

Death concern is conceptualized

as the conscious contemplation of the reality of death and negative
evaluation of that reality.

Using 634 college students, Dickstein estab

lished that the DCS had an internal consistency above .85 and an eight
week test-retest reliability of .87.
in death concern were found.

Additionally, no sex differences

Dickstein (1972, 1975) has established

the construct validity of the DCS by investigating its relationships
with a number of self-report personality scales.

Dickstein contended

that the finding which bears most directly upon the construct validity
of the DCS is the significant positive relationship between high scores
on the DCS and the number of references to death on the TAT.

This

finding implied that subjects who reported greater levels of death con
cern also manifested such concern spontaneously in their fantasy produc
tion.

Other significant relationships that Dickstein felt added to the

DCS's construct validity were with state and trait anxiety on the StateTrait Anxiety Inventory; manifest anxiety on the Manifest Anxiety Scale;
sensitization on the Repression-Sensitization Scale

(all positive);

n

Change on the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule; and need for approval
on the Social Desirability Scale (both negative).

These results sug

gested that death concern was one manifestation of a generalized tendency
to be anxious; high death-concern subjects were more sensitive to
threatening stimuli, e.g., death; high death-concern subjects were more
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reluctant to experience change; and subjects who had a high need for
approval had less concern about death than subjects low In need for
approval.

One limitation the DCS has is that the majority of past

research done with It has used females.

Still, its proven psychometric

strengths in terms of reliability and validity, its shortness, and its
objectively scored response format, suggest its potential usefulness in
future death anxiety research.

Indirect Measures of Death Anxiety
Reaction Time Word Association Test (RTWAT).

The RTWAT (Feifel

and Srar.3comb, 1973) consists of 20 nouns, 10 of which involve death
and 10 of which are neutral (see Appendix III).

Both sets are matched for

frequency of usage and on syllable number (Thorndike and Lorge, 1944)
and are randomized in presentation.

Feifel and Branscomb (1973),

Feifel, Freilich and Hermann (1973), and Felfel

(1974), in three multi

level analyses of death anxiety, used the RTWAT as an unconscious
measure.

Scores used by Feifel, et al., were overall mean differential

reaction time (WATDRT) between the death and neutral words, overall
mean differential recall reaction time (WATDRRT) between death and
neutral words, and mean differential recall errors (WATDRE) between
death and neutral words.

Feifel and Branscomb (1973) reported test-

retest reliability after six months to be .81 and .87 for 39 patients
and 42 healthy subjects respectively.

The aforementioned research with

the RTWAT used several types of subject groups including religious and
non-religious individuals as well as healthy and terminally ill indi
viduals.

The results indicated significantly longer mean reaction times
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to the death words than to the neutral words for all research groups on
both the free and recall associations.

In addition, significantly more

recall errors were associated with the 10 death words than with the 10
neutral words for all subjects.

The authors attributed these results to

greater disruption caused by the death words.
WATDRT, WATDRRT, and WATDRE were the RTWAT scores used in the
present investigation.

A constant of 1000 was added to the overall

mean differential reaction (WATDRT) and recall reaction (WATDRRT) times
to eliminate negative scores.

A constant of 50, minus the number of

mean differential recall errors (WATRE), was also used to eliminate
negative scores.

For all three measures, the lower the score the

greater is the disruption due to the death words.

Thematic Apperception Test (TAT).
described the TAT in 1935.

Murray and Morgan first

Made up of 31 cards, several subsets have

been used in a wide variety of research areas (Hartman, 1970; Irvin and
Woude, 1971; Dhapola, 1971).

One such area in which the TAT has been

used as an unconscious measure is in the study of death anxiety.
Results with the TAT have been inconsistent to some extent, though the
thematic basis of its design and many investigators recommend its use
as an indirect measure of death anxiety.

Shrut (1958) showed that

elderly institutionalized females living in a residential facility as
contrasted with elderly females living in an apartment setting run by
the same agency had more fear of death as measured by the TAT.

Rhudick

and Dibner (1961) surprisingly found no relation with such demographic
variables as age, sex, occupational status, marital status or education
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of elderly subjects.

Yet, Dickstein (1975) clearly demonstrated the

high positive correlation of death themes on the TAT with high scores
on the DCS.

In fact, he attributed much of the construct validity of

the DCS to this high positive relationship.

No reliability data for the

TAT as a measure of death anxiety have been provided in the literature.
The high positive relationship that has been shown between the TAT and
DCS and its being a projective device that can be easily administered
enhance its further usefulness in death anxiety research.
Cards 2, 13B, and 15, which typically evoke life-oriented,
neutral, and death-oriented themes respectively (Dreger, 1976a), were
used in the present study (see Appendix IV).

The responses to these

three cards were scored for frequency of death themes on two death
anxiety variables, T A T - P e r s o n a l i z e d Death Anxiety and TATo— Death
Anxiety Over Object Loss, developed by Dreger (1975, 1976b).

Scoring

criteria for these two variables appear in Appendix V.
The need for multilevel appraisal of death anxiety has been
recommended by Alexander, Colley, and Adlerstein (1957); Alexander and
Adlerstein (1958, 1960); and Templer (1972).

Most recently, Feifel and

Branscomb (1973) have concluded that "we need to comprehend more penetratingly the oscillating and fluctuating meanings of death within, as
well as between, individuals" (p. 287).

The present investigation

attempted to pursue this recommendation by using both conscious and u n 
conscious measures of death anxiety.

Self-Actualization
Personal Orientation Inventory (POI).

The POI (Shostrom, 1963)
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was designed to measure the level of individual actualizing according to
personality concepts held by Maslow, Reisman, Peris, and Rogers.

The

instrument consists of 150 two-choice comparative value judgement items
to which an individual is asked to select the one statement in each pair
most true of himself.

In scoring the POI, items are grouped into two

major scales, Time Competence (TC) and Inner Direction (I), and ten
subscales, Self Actualizing Value (SAV), Existentiality (EX), Feeling
Reactivity (FR), Spontaneity (S), Self Regard (SR), Self Acceptance (SA),
Nature of Man Constructive (NC), Synergy (S), Acceptance of Aggression
(A), and Capacity for Intimate Contact (C) (see Appendix VI).

Shostrom

(1974) reported test-retest reliability to be .71 and .77 for the major
scales of Time Competence and Inner Direction, respectively, and coeffi
cients for the subscales range from .52 to .82.

Shostrom concluded that

these values are at a level commensurate with other personality inven
tories (e.g., the MMPI and EPPS).

The predictive, concurrent, and

construct validity of the POI have been established in a number of ways
and are thoroughly summarized by Shostrom (1974).

In the initial

validation study (Shostrom, 1964), prominent doctoral level psycholo
gists nominated samples of self actualizing and non-self actualizing
individuals who were then compared on the POI.

The "self actualizers"

were found to be significantly higher on the two major scales and 9 of
the 10 subscales.

Fox, Knapp and Michael (1966) found scores on all

scales of the POI to be significantly lower for a sample of 100 mental
patients than either of the two samples reported by Shostrom (1964).
The POI also has been shown to have a significant negative correlation
with the Neuroticism scale of the Eysenck Personality Inventory (Knapp,
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1965),

significant positive correlations with the Sociability scale of

the Guilford Zimmerman Temperment Survey and the Venturesome Scale of
the 16 PF (Meredith, 1967), and a significant positive correlation with
the Stability Scale of the Comrey Personality Inventory (Knapp and
Comrey, 1973).

Shostrom (1974) summarized a large number of studies

which have demonstrated the sensitivity of the POI In measuring changes
of self actualization following encounter group experiences.

He viewed

these data as providing further evidence of the promise of the POI as a
psychometrically sound instrument for studying self actualization.

Neutral Word Association Test (NWAT)
The Neutral Word Association Test was developed by the experi
menter to compare to Felfel and Branscomb*s (1973) Reaction Time Word
Association Test, RTWAT.

The Reaction Time Word Association Test is

based on the assumption that subjects with higher unconscious death
anxiety experience greater associative disturbances in responding to
death words than to neutral words.

The results of the emotional blockage

attributed to the death words are longer reaction time latencies and more
recall errors.

Close examination of the RTWAT words (see Appendix III)

indicates that the death stimuli are a homogeneous group whereas the
neutral stimuli are much more heterogeneous.

Thus, it is possible that

the interference experienced with the death words could be alternatively
explained by the difficulty of associating to any group of similarly
homogeneous words.

The NWAT was therefore constructed to test whether

the hypothesized longer reaction time latencies and greater recall errors
of the RTWAT were artifacts of the restrictive category of death words
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or in fact, indirectly expressed death anxiety.
The NWAT consists of 20 nouns, 10 of which belong to a restric
tive-neutral category, building oriented words and 10 of which belong
to a nonrestrictive-neutral category, nonbuilding oriented words (see
Appendix VII).

Both sets are matched for frequency of usage and on

syllable number (Thorndike and Lorge, 1944) and are randomized in
presentation.

In contrasting the NWAT to the RTWAT, the following com

parisons were made; overall mean differential reaction and recall times
between the building and nonbuilding words were compared to overall
mean differential reaction and recall times between the RTWAT death and
neutral words.

Additionally, mean differential recall errors between

building and nonbuilding words were compared to mean differential recall
errors between the RTWAT death and neutral words.

Statistical Analysis
A completely randomized design using one-way multivariate and
univariate analyses of variance and canonical correlations tested the
hypotheses of this investigation.
were used when appropriate.

In addition, orthogonal comparisons

RESULTS

Death Anxiety and Stages of the Adult Life Cycle
The mid-life transition group was found to be significantly
higher in death anxiety than both the pre mid-life transition and post
mid-life transition groups.

A significant multivariate analysis of

variance (MANOVA) established that a difference existed among the three
groups (F=1.89, df 12,162, p 0 0 5 ) .

The MANOVA combined the Death

Anxiety Scale (DAS), the Death Concern Scale (DCS), a composite (TAT3 )
of the two Thematic Apperception Test variables (TAT^, TAT 2 K

the over

all mean differential reaction time between death and neutral words
(WATDRT), the overall mean differential recall reaction time between the
death and neutral words (WATDRRT), and the mean differential recall
errors between the death and neutral words (WATDRE).

In addition to the

above analysis, two of the six post-MANOVA univariate analyses of vari
ance (ANOVA) were significant:
TAT 3 (F=3.25, df 2,87, p <.05).

WATDRE (F=3.15, df 2,87, p ^ . O S ) and
To determine which group was, in fact,

significantly higher in death anxiety, orthogonal comparisons were
performed on WATDRE and TAT 3 .

Although the WATDRE orthogonal comparisons

only indicated that the post mid-life transition group was significantly
higher in death anxiety than the pre mid-life transition group (^6.30,
df 2,87, p ^ . 0 5 ) , the TAT 3 orthogonal comparisons indicated that the m i d 
life transition group was significantly higher in death anxiety than both
the pre and post mid-life transition groups (F*4.78, df 2,87, p<.05).
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Means, standard deviations, and ranges for these data are presented in
Table 1, and ANOVA summary tables are given in Appendix VIII.
Examination of the means of the death anxiety measures (See
Figures 1-8) shows other differences as well as similarities among the
three groups.

At the conscious level (DAS and DCS) all three groups

were low in death anxiety, whereas at the unconscious level (TAT^, TAT 2 ,
WATDRT, WATDRRT, WATDRE) all three groups were much higher.

More

specifically, on the DAS all three groups had means that were lower than
16 of the 23 means for the research groups reported by Templer and Ruff
(1971).

On the DCS the post mid-life transition group's mean fell in

the "low death concern" level (65) and the pre mid-life transition and
mid-life transition groups' means respectively fell within four and two
points of this level, as defined by Dickstein*s (1972) standardization
groups.

As for unconscious death anxiety, on TAT^ the pre mid-life

transition, mid-life transition, and post mid-life transition groups
respectively fell in the 99th, 99th, and 90th percentiles developed by
Dreger (1976b).
95th percentiles.

On TATg the three groups fell in the 95th, 99th, and
On the WATDRT, the pre mid-life transition and m i d 

life transition groups displayed greater reactive disruption to death
related than to neutral stimuli.

And on the WATDRRT and WATDRE all

three groups showed greater reactive disruption to death than neutral
stimuli.

Percentile scores for TAT^ and TAT 2 are presented in Appendix

IX.
Canonical correlations were used to assess further the relation
ship between the conscious (DAS and DCS) and the unconscious (TAT^,
TAT 2 , WATDRT, WATDRRT, WATDRE) measures of death anxiety.

No significant
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TABLE 1
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND RANGES FOR THE
DEATH ANXIETY MEASURES

Pre
Mid-Life
Transition

Measure

X
SD
Range

5.93
3.02
0-15

DCS

X
SD
Range

68.90
12.28
45.-105

TATX

X
SD
Range

4.87

X
SD
Range
X
SD
Range

DAS

tat 2

tat 3

WATDRT1

WATDRRT

WATDRE2

Mid-Life
Transition
5.90
2.56
1-14

5.93
2.79

66.83
9.07
44-82

64.33
11.33
40-85

5.03
3.41
0-15

3.50
2.13
0-9

2.10
1.71
0-7

3.10
2.44

2.23
1.38
0-5

6.97
3.60
2-14

8.13*
4.46
1-19

2.66
1-12

0-12

X
SD
Range

979.30
59.90
794-1103

952.97
202.92
87-1088

X
SD
Range

972.80
43.56
879-1068

947.87
87.84
543-1061

1

X
SD
Range

Post
Mid-Life
Transition

48.60
1.48
46-51

48.03
1.61
45-52

0-11

5.73
2.64

2-12
1010.87
72.38
818-1259
945.17
67.83
794-1115
47.53*
1.83
44-52

* - p <.05
1 - Scores of less than 1000 indicate greater interference due to death
words.
2 - Scores of less than 50 indicate greater interference due to death
words.
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Mean scores on the Death Anxiety Scale
(DAS) for each group.
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68.90

66.83

64.33

Mean

Score
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MLT
Groups

Mean scores on the Death Concern
Scale (DCS) for each group.
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MLT
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Post-MLT

Mean scores on Personalized Death
Anxiety Themes (TAT^) for each group.

Scores

6
5
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4

3
3.10

2
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MLT
Groups

Post-MLT

Mean scores on Death Anxiety Over
Object Loss Themes (TAl^) for each
group.
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Mean scores on Composite ZAT^
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group.
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1010.87
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1000

Mean

979.30

950

952.97

MLT
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Pre-MLT
Figure 6 .

Post-MLT

Mean scores on Overall Mean
Differential Reaction Times (WATDRT*)
for each group.

1025

Mean

Score

1000

972.80
975

950
947.87

Pre-MLT

Figure 7.

MLT
Groups

945.17
Post-MLT

Mean scores on Overall Mean
Differential Recall Reaction Times
(WATDRRT*) for each group.

*Scores less than 1000 indicate greater interference due to death words.
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50
48.60
48.03

Mean

Scores

75

47.53

25

Pre-MLT

Figure 8 .

MLT
Groups

Post-MLT

Mean scores on Mean Differential
Recall Errors (WATDRE*) for each
group.

* Scores less than 50 indicate greater interference due to death words.
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correlations were found between the two levels of awareness for any of
the three groups.

This finding was contrary to the prediction that the

mid-life transition group would exhibit more consciously expressed death
anxiety and, thus, have a higher canonical correlation between the
conscious and unconscious measures than either the pre or post mid-life
transition groups.

Canonical correlation coefficients are presented in

Table 2.
The overall pattern which emerged to describe the three groups
was one of little conscious fear of death contrasted with greater
anxiety below the level of awareness.

Self Actualization and Stages of The Adult Life Cycle
Surprisingly, no significant differences at all emerged among the
three groups on the POI when all 12 scales were combined or when any
individual scales were compared.

The multivariate and all 12 univariate

analyses of variance were nonsignificant.

In addition, the

test of

profile similarity (Cattell, 1949) failed to demonstrate a significant
relationship among the three POI profiles.

Examination of the profiles

(see Figure 9) indicated that all three groups clustered around the mean
(T=50) for the adult norms of the POI.

On the basis of these findings,

it cannot be concluded that one group is more or less self actualizing
than either of the other two groups.

Means, standard deviations, and

ranges for these data are presented in Table 3, group profiles in Figure
9, Rp values in Table 4, and ANOVA summary tables in Appendix X.

Death Anxiety and Self Actualization
For the pre mid-life transition and post mid-life transition
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TABLE 2
CANONICAL CORRELATIONS OF THE CONSCIOUS DEATH ANXIETY
MEASURES WITH THE UNCONSCIOUS DEATH ANXIETY MEASURES

Pre
Mid-Life
Transition
Canonical Correlation
Degrees of Freedom
Chi Square
Significance

Mid-Life
Transition

.49

10

Post
Mid-Life
Transition

.57

10

.53

10

8.07

13.12

9.17
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NS
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TABLE 3
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND RANGES FOR
THE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

Pre
Mid-Life
Transition

Scale

TC

Mid-Life
Transition

Post
Mid-Life
Transition

X
SD
Range

16.87
3.48
9-22

17.03
3.26
8-23

16.87
2.75

I

X
SD
Range

86.47
11.60
51-107

87.13
13.74
42-109

89.67
7.95
72-101

SAV

X
SD
Range

20.13
2.44
16-26

21.00
3.14
10-25

20.57
2.59
13-25

EX

X
SD
Range

20.40
4.51
10-28

21.30
5.08
9-29

22.03
3.76
13-29

FR

X
SD
Range

15.93
2.78

11-21

15.57
3.28
7-21

15.83
2.79
9-20

S

X
SD
Range

11.93
2.46
4-16

12.37
3.16
4-17

13.17
1.93
7-16

SR

X
SD
Range

12.97

12.43
2.19
6-15

12.37
2.19
8-16

X
SD
Range

16.77
3.42

17.03
3.85
8-24

17.83
2.70
13-23

X
SD
Range

11.73

2.12
4-15

11.57
1.65
8-15

11.80
2.06
7-15

X
SD
Range

7.33
1.24
4-9

7.83
1.26
5-9

7.93
.82
6-9

SA

NC

SY

2.12
6-16

9-22

10-22
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Pre
Mid-Life
Transition

Scale

Mid-Life
Transition

Post
Mid-Life
Transition

A

X
SD
Range

16.23
3.54
8-22

16.80
3.85
6-23

17.10
2.88
12-22

C

X
SD
Range

17.43
3.58
5-23

18.13
3.68
6-23

18.70
3.21
11-24
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TABLE 4
R_ VALUES OF PROFILE SIMILARITY BETWEEN GROUPS ON
THE PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

Pre Mid-Life
TransitionMid -Life
Transition

.35

NS

NS

0

Significance

-.19

Mid-Life
TransitionPost Mid-Life
Transition
H
*
1

Rp

Pre Mid-Life
TransitionPost Mid-Life
Transition

NS
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groups, death anxiety and self actualization were highly related.

Sig

nificant positive canonical correlations were found for the pre mid-life
transition (r=.97, df 84, p ^ . 0 1 ) and post mid-life transition (r«,93,
df 84, p <\05) groups.

In addition to the above positive relationships,

another unexpected result obtained; no significant canonical correlation
was found for the mid-life transition group.
The correlation coefficients of the death anxiety and self
actualization variables with their respective canonical variates are
given in Table 5.

Examination of these values Indicates that for the pre

mid-life transition group, the bulk of the relationship was accounted for
by TATi, DAS, DCS, and WATDRT with C, EX, and A.

For the post mid-life

transition group, the bulk of the relationship was accounted for by
WATDRT, TAT^, WATDRRT, and DCS with TC and NC.

In examining these

variables, one should not assume that these values by themselves accounted
for the significant canonical correlations.

Rather, the canonical corre

lation reflects the relationship between the composite of the seven
death anxiety measures with the composite of the 12

POI scales.

Although the hypothesized significant negative correlations for the m i d 
life transition group (high death anxiety-low self actualization) and
the post mid-life transition group (low death anxiety-high self actuali
zation) were not supported, the relationships that did obtain may prove
to be conceptually valuable.

Canonical correlations for the three

groups are presented in Table 6.

Comparison of The Reaction Time Word Association Test with The
Neutral Word Association Test
The comparison of the two word association tests, the Reaction

TABLE 5
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF THE DEATH ANXIETY AND THE
SELF ACTUALIZATION VARIABLES WITH THEIR
CANONICAL VARIATES

Pre Mid-Life Transition
Self Actualization Variables
Death Anxiety Variables
.34
.15
.13
-.25
-.57
-.59
-.61

(TATX)*
(WATDRE)
(TAT2)
(WATDRRT)
(DAS)*
(DCS)*
(WATDRT)*

.35
.34
.29
.26
.19
.14

(C)*
(EX)*
(SY)
(TC)
(SA)
(SAV)

.14 (I)
.13
.13
.05
-.13
-.31

(SR)
(NC)
(S)
(FR)
(A)*

Post Mid-Life Transition
Death Anxiety Variables
Self Actualization Variables
.76
.49
.39
.13
.01
-.15
-.37

(WATDRT)*
iTATx)*
(WATDRRT)*
(WATDRE)
(TAT2 )
(DAS)
(DCS)*

.49
.23
.12
.07
.07
.05
.01
.01
-.01
-.01
-.10
-.46

(TC)*
(EX)
(FR)
(SA)
(I)
(A)
(SR)
(SY)
(SAV)
(C)
(S)
(NC)*

*Values greater than ^.30 contribute to the bulk of
the canonical correlation.
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ZABLE 6
CANONICAL CORRELATIONS OF THE DEATH ANXIETY
MEASURES WITH THE PERSONAL ORIENTATION
INVENTORY SCALES

Pre
Mid-Life
Transition
Canonical
Correlation
Degrees of Freedom

Mid-Life
Transition

.92

.97
84

Post
Mid-Life
Transition

84

.93
84

Chi Square

125.76

101.16

107.29

Significance

P <*01

NS

P <-05
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Time Word Association Test involving death words and the Neutral Word
Association Test involving a comparable restrictive category of building
words, yielded the following results.

All three groups responded essen

tially the same to the death and building words during both the free
(WATDRT) and recall (WATDRRT) associations.

But, significantly more

recall errors (WATDRE) were made on the death words than on the build
ing words across groups (F«8.99, df

1,87, p <.01).

To evaluate the consistency of the experimenter's timings on the
word association tests, a correlation of his timings with two other
raters for 30 randomly sampled subjects yielded a .99 inter-rater
reliability.

Means, standard deviations,

are presented in Tables 7 and 8 and
Appendix XI.

and ranges for the above

ANOVA summary tables are given

data
in
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TABLE 7
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND RANGES ACROSS GROUPS
FOR THE COMPARISON OF THE REACTION TIME WORD
ASSOCIATION TEST WITH THE NEUTRAL WORD
ASSOCIATION TEST

Overall Mean Differential
Reaction Time
(WATDRT)

Overall Mean Differential
Recall Reaction Time
(WATDRRT)
RTWAT - NWAT

RTWAT - NWAT
X

981.04

1003.30

955.28

965.17

SD

129.85

49.64

69.19

51.84

87-1259

877-1231

Range

** p <*.01

543-1115

639-1043

Mean Differential
Recall Errors
(WATDRE)
RTWAT - NWAT
48.05**

48.70

1.68

1.37

44-52

45-52
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TABLE 8
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND RANGES BY GROUP FOR THE
COMPARISON OF THE REACTION TIME WORD ASSOCIATION TEST
WITH THE NEUTRAL WORD ASSOCIATION TEST

Overall Mean Differential Reaction Time (WATDRT)
Pre
Post
Mid-Life Transition
Mid-Life Transition
Mid-Life Transition
RTWAT -JSWAT.
X
SD
Range

RTWAT - NWAT

RTWAT - NWAT

979.30

992.83

952.97

1014.90

1010.87

1002.17

59.90

44.69

202.92

60.97

72.39

39.91

901-1096

87-1088

794-1103

877-1231

818-1259

897-1084

Overall Mean Differential Recall Reaction Time (WATDRRT)
RTWAT - NWAT
X
SD
Range

RTWAT - NWAT

RTWAT - NWAT

972.80

972,67

947.87

973.30

945.17

949.53

43.56

26.63

87.84

71.04

67.83

45.97

879-1068

!
B99-1012

543-1061

639-1043

794-1115

809-1019

Mean Differential Recall Errors (WATDRE)
RTWAT - NWAT
X
SD
Range

RTWAT - NWAT

RTWAT - NWAT

48.60

48.63

48.03

48.80

47.53

48.67

1.48

1.29

1.61

1.49

1.83

1.35

46-51

46-50

45-52

45-52

44-52

46-52

DISCUSSION

The central questions addressed in this study were whether indi
viduals at three empirically defined stages of the adult life cycle
differ in degree of death anxiety and level of self actualization and
whether these three conceptual areas are related.

Although the hypoth

eses proposed were only partially supported, the results are felt to
have implications for certain issues in the literature that are of cur*

rent theoretical concern.
A major hypothesis of this investigation was that men in the
mid-life transition group would be significantly higher in death anxiety
than those in both the pre and post mid-life transition groups.

It

should be noted that the mid-life transition group's higher degree of
death anxiety was accounted for by the unconscious measures.

Thus,

while the data suggest that the mid-life transition subjects consciously
denied their fear of death, their psychic investment with this issue
below-the-level-of-awareness belied their denial.

But this conscious

repudiation of the issue of their own mortality is contradictory to
what is supposed to be of paramount importance to the mid-lifer as pro
posed by Jaques (1967), Gould (1972), Vhillant (1972), Levinson (1974),
Lifton

(1974), Brocher (1975a, 1975b, 1975c) and Sheehy (1976).
A way of resolving the difference between the observations of the

above authors and the results of the present investigation can perhaps
be found in Weisman's (1972) concept of "middle knowledge" of the idea
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of death.

What is meant by this term is that one "knows" that he will

die someday, yet he resists and fails to act upon that knowledge.
though this concept was formulated from Weisman's

Al

work with terminal

patients, it seems logically relevant to the critical passage of the
mid-life transition.

Weisman observed that middle knowledge tends to

occur at serious transition points in the course of a patient's illness,
e.g., a serious setback, and that the individual exhibits an intense
fluctuation between denial and acceptance of the inevitability of death.
Thus, middle knowledge takes form as a point of "uncertain-certainty"
somewhere between the open acknowledgement of death and its utter
repudiation.

To analogize the mid-life transition to the turning point

of a fatal illness may be somewhat extreme, but the parallel seems defen
sible with respect to the ambivalent process of reconciling the truth
of life's finitude.
The most clearcut finding of this study was the differentiation
between levels of expressed death anxiety among the three age groups.
At the conscious level, not only the mid-life transition group, but all
the subjects of this investigation reported themselves to be free from
concern with the issue of their own mortality.

Yet, at the unconscious

level, their responses strongly suggested otherwise.

The nonsignificant

canonical correlations between the conscious and unconscious measures for
all the groups indicated lack of relationship between the levels of
awareness.

To better appreciate the theoretical implications of these

results, they must be placed within their proper historical perspective.
In 1915, Freud asserted:
It is Indeed impossible to imagine our own death: and whenever
we attempt to do so we can perceive that we are in fact still
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present as spectators. Hence the psychoanalytic school could
venture on the assertion that at bottom no one believes in his
own death, or, to put the same thing in another way, that in
his unconscious, every one of us is convinced of his own immor
tality (pp. 304-305).
With the advent of adequate measures to assess death anxiety at the
unconscious level, several investigators (Alexander, Colley, and
Adlerstein, 1957; Alexander and Adlerstein, 1958; Feifel and Branscomb,
1973; Feifel, Freilich, and Hermann, 1973 and Feifel, 1974), have
posited results strongly contradicting Freud's 1915 dictum.

While the

subjects in these aforementioned investigations openly appeared to be
indifferent to a conscious concern with death, their responses at the
unconscious level casts doubt on this indifference.

The results of the

present study also support the above findings.
From a different theoretical perspective, various existen
tialists (Heideggar, 1949; Kierkegaard, 1957; May, 1958) openly expressed
opposition to Freud's contention.

The most cogent existential theorist

on the topic of death anxiety has been Tillich (1952).

In discussing

anxiety as "existential awareness of nonbeing," Tillich advanced as the
foundation of his thinking on death that "the basic anxiety, the anxiety
of a finite being about the threat of nonbeing, cannot be eliminated.
It belongs to existence itself" (p. 39).

He went on to propose that

anxiety concerning death is the most basic, universal, and inescapable
fact of existence and that all attempts to refute this fact are useless.
For Tillich, "the anxiety of death overshadows all other anxieties and
gives them their ultimate seriousness" (p. 43).
On the basis of the existentialist conceptual framework, the
empirical evidence advanced in the present investigation, and that of the
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above studies, reconsideration of Freud's 1915 premise should be made.
As Becker (1973) has urged, perhaps it is consciousness of death that is
the primary repression and not sexuality.

The implications of this con

tention are far reaching; not only could they have an impact in redefin
ing a fundamental psychoanalytic tenet, but they also could lend
support to further integrated explanations of what motivates man at the
core of his being (Rank, 1932; Brown, 1959).
A second major set of hypotheses of this study was that the m i d 
life transition group, because of its period of psychosocial upheaval,
would be defined as less self actualizing than either the pre or post
mid-life transition groups, and that the post mid-life transition group,
because of its period of restabilization, would be defined as more self
actualizing than either of the two other groups.
these hypotheses was

Although neither of

supported, examination of the individual group pro

files yields an interesting trend of scores on the P01:

for the post

mid-life transition group, 10 of the 12 scales (I, SAV, EX, FR, S, SR,
SA, SY, A, C) fell in the self actualizing range (50-60); for the mi d 
life transition group, seven scales (I, SAV, S, SR, SA, SY, A) fell in
the self actualizing range; and for the pre mid-life transition group,
five scales (SAV, FR, S, SR, SY) fell in the self actualizing range.
Even though the groups did not significantly differ along any of these
dimensions, this trend of profiles tends to support Maslow's (1970)
proposal that peaks of actualizing cannot be reached until full maturity
is attained and that levels of actualizing found in older persons could
not be achieved by younger persons.

Then what contributed to the lack of

differences among the three groups?

Although randomly sampled across
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academic specialty areas, the homogeneity of occupational role as a
university faculty member could have been a factor in the lack of varia
tion among the subjects.

It is possible that the world view within the

groves of academe, the time demands, and the subsocietal goals are
different enough to make professors atypical in terms of self actualiza
tion as determined by broader cultural norms.

For this group of indi

viduals, it appears that stage of the life cycle did not significantly
influence their values, attitudes, and behaviors with respect to self
actualization.

Knapp (1976) has offered a general hypothesis as to why

the actualizing variable failed to differentiate.

He stated "the trend

of increasing actualization up to the early or middle adult years seems
fairly well established.

As yet, the overall trend beyond thirty to

forty is less clear cut and more research is needed to clarify the inter
action of age and actualizing tendencies with, perhaps, other moderating
variables" (p. 86).
One such moderating variable examined in this study was death
anxiety.

That a relationship exists between death anxiety and self

actualization was clearly demonstrated by the pre and post mid-life
transition groups' significant canonical correlations which showed that
death anxiety and degree of actualization tended to vary in the same
direction together.

Although no significant relationship obtained for

the mid-life transition group, the very lack of association between these
two constructs still has relevance to the nature of the mid-life transi
tion.

As noted by Gould (1972), Vaillant (1972), Levinson (1974), and

Sheehy (1976), this stage of the life cycle is characterized by an
intense existential reappraisal in which old, predictable benchmarks for
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guiding the course of one's life no longer work as effectively as they
did in earlier years.

Thus, a lack of relationship between the fear of

one's death and the realization of one's fullest humanness is understand
able during a period when individuals are supposedly reassessing the
very roots of their existence.

As Peris (1969) prophetically noted, "To

suffer one's death and to be reborn is not easy" (p. iii).
Both the pre and post mid-life transition stages in comparison
to the mid-life transition phase, are characterized by relative stabil
ity.

Thus, psychic investment with the issue of one's mortality coupled

with actualizing one's fullest potential could be more easily viable
during a period of stability than one of chaos.
Becker's (1973) penetrating analysis of Maslow's concept of self
actualization has direct relevance to the relationship between death
anxiety and self actualization established in this study.

Becker felt

it quite ironic that in the process of attaining one's fullest sense of
self, by experiencing the world in all its splendor, one also inevitably
discovers the very limits of that sense of self--the reality of one's
finiteness.

But as Tillich (1952) has noted, within man's finiteness,

he is essentially free, i.e., man has a "finite freedom" to actualize
all of what he potentially can become.

Moreover, Tillich concludes that

"actualization of being Implies the acceptance of nonbeing and its
anxiety.

Thus, self affirmation, if it is done in spite of the threat

of nonbeing, is the courage to be" (pp. 66, 89).
Attention must now be focused on methodological issues raised by
this research project.

A key concern of this investigation was with the

impact of the experimental procedures on the subject; a potential
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outcome of involvement in a study investigating death anxiety could be
exacerbation of the participant's own death anxiety.

The consequences

of experimenter effects and demand characteristics of psychological
experiments have been well documented ( O m e , 1962; Rosenthal, 1964;
Kintz, Delprato, Mettee, Persons, and Schappe, 1965).

Because of the

requirements of informed consent and the openly referred to topic of
death in the measures used in this study, the issue of increased death
anxiety through experimental participation may very well be a factor in
this as in other studies of death anxiety.
A further methodological concern emerged in a possible weakness
of Feifel and Branscomb's RTWAT.

The Neutral Word Association Test was

therefore developed specifically for this investigation to evaluate
whether there were, in fact, flaws in the RTWAT.
evaluation were contradictory yet interesting.

The results of this
On the free and recall

associations, the assumed emotional blockage associated with the death
oriented words did not seem to cause the subjects to respond to these
words any differently than to the nonemotion-laden building words.

Yet

with recall errors, it appeared that recalling associations to death
words did indeed have a highly interfering impact in how the subjects
responded.

Thus, while the RTWAT may have an inherent methodological

weakness, the effect of death anxiety at the unconscious level appeared
so powerful that it overshadowed whatever deficiencies may exist in this
measurement technique.

Combining this finding with those for the TAT give

a bit more credence to the differences between conscious and unconscious
measures of death anxiety.
Two observations made by the experimenter while soliciting subject
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participation and collecting data for this investigation also have
relevance to the impact of participating in a study exploring death
anxiety.

At the outset of this investigation, the experimenter was

cautioned by an experienced researcher (Prestholdt, 1976) that attempt
ing to use university faculty as subjects in any study— let alone one on
death anxiety— was very risky.

In fact, to Prestholdt's knowledge, no

graduate student at LSU was ever successful in securing participation
from faculty for any research project.

Contrary to past researchers'

experience, the experimenter was able to get the commitment of the 90
faculty members required for this study, even though being a participant
was quite time consuming--one and one half to two hours.

Moreover, the

experimenter was able to get the needed 90 subjects after having to
approach only 95 individuals.

Additionally, many of the subjects not

only cooperated in filling out the assessment materials but, after
completion, wanted to continue talking about their concerns and inter
ests related to the area of death and dying.

It was as though participa

tion in this study gave them permission to talk about a topic they may
have otherwise perceived as taboo.

Perhaps the need to talk further

about this subject may have been a way of reducing anxiety aroused
through participation.

Or maybe this investment by the subjects was

*

indicative of something far deeper that could not be easily articulated.
Never before in the history of civilization has the reality of
death for the entire human race become a more troubling fact of modern
existence.

As Lifton (1976) has emphasized, the advent of the nuclear

age with its potential for the annihilation of man as a species has
created an "historical shift" away from the taboos associated with
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sexuality and

towards the difficulties associated with death.

participation

in a study exploring

the

Could

very essence of nonbeing be one

way of psychologically defending against living in a world threatened by
potential Armageddon?

It is outside the scope of this project to answer

this question, but it is more than obvious that, for this particular
group of individuals, the subject of death was important enough to invest
a sizeable amount of time and effort and risk of disclosure.
In conclusion, the results of this investigation not only have
added further support to certain theoretical issues, but they also have
suggested areas where future investigation should be made.

Specifically,

additional research is needed to define more precisely how facing one's
mortality contributes to personal growth.

Although the data from this

study empirically established that this relationship exists at certain
stages of the

life cycle, there is

need for more clarification as to

whether other

moderating variables

are

involved.

In addition,the use of

other vocational groups or a more vocationally heterogeneous sample
would add further to the scope of the questions raised by this study.
As for methodological considerations, the need to continue multiple
level assessment of death anxiety is clearly evident from the results
advanced here.

Particularly important in terms of improved methodology

would be further refinement of the RTHAT.

Finally, an identical investi

gation using women participants would add to the continuous clarifica
tion of the differences and similarities of how women as well as men
progress through the life cycle.
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APPENDIX I
DEATH ANXIETY SCALE
(DAS)
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DAS

If a statement is true or mostly true as applied to you, circle "T."
If a statement is false or mostly false as applied to you, circle "F."

1 . I am very much afraid to d i e .

T

F

2 . The thought of death seldom enters my mind.

T

F

3. It doesn't make me nervous when people talk about death.

T

F

4. I dread to think about having to have an operation.

T

F

5. I am not at all afraid to die.

T

F

6 . I am not particularly afraid of getting cancer.

T

F

7. The thought of death never bothers m e .

T

F

8 . I am often distressed by the way time flies so very rapidly.

T

F

9. I fear dying a painful death.

T

F

10 . The subject of life after death troubles me greatly.

T

F

11 . I am really scared of having a heart attack.

T

F

12 . I often think about how short life really is.

T

F

13. I shudder when I hear people talking about World War III.

T

F

14. The sight of a dead body is horrifying to me.

T

F

15. I feel that the future holds nothing for me to fear.

T

F

APPENDIX II
DEATH CONCERN SCALE
(DCS)
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(DCS)

Please read the following statements and check the one answer that best
describes your feelings.

1.

1 think about my own death.
Often

2.

______ Never

______ Sometimes

______ Rarely

_____ Never

_____ Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

I think about death just before I go to sleep.
Often

7.

Rarely

I have fantasies of my own death.
Often

6.

Sometimes

I think about the possibility of my being killed on a city street.
Often

3.

Never

I think about dying young.
Often

4.

Rarely

I think about the death of loved ones.
Often

3.

_____ Sometimes

______ Sometimes

_____ Rarely

Never

I think of how I would act if I knew I were to die within a given

period of time.
_____ Often

8.

Never

_____ Sometimes

_____ Rarely

Never

When I am sick I think about death.
Often

10.

_____ Rarely

I think about how my relatives would act and feel upon my death.
Often

9.

_____ Sometimes

_____ Sometimes

Rarely

_____ Never

When I am outside during a lightning storm I think about the

possibility of being struck by lightning.
Often

Sometimes

_____ Rarely

_____ Never

71
11.

When I am In an automobile I think about the high Incidence o£

traffic fatalities.
Often
12.

----- Sometimes

Rarely

Never

I think people should first become concerned about death when

they are old.

13.

X strongly disagree

_____ X somewhat disagree

I somewhat agree

_____ X strongly agree

I am much more concerned about death than those around me.
I strongly disagree
I somewhat

14.

15.

agree

strongly agree

I strongly disagree

_____ I

somewhat disagree

X somewhat agree

_____ I

strongly agree

Death hardly concerns me.

My general outlook just doesn’t allow for morbid thoughts.

I somewhat

17.

agree

_____ I
_____ X

Somewhat disagree
strongly agree

The prospect of my own death arouses anxiety in me.
X strongly disagree

_____ I somewhat disagree

I somewhat agree

_____ I strongly agree

The prospect of my own death depresses me.
I strongly disagree
I somewhat

18.

somewhat disagree

_____ X

I strongly disagree

16.

_____ X

_____ X Somewhat disagree

agree_______ _____ X strongly agree

The prospect of the death of my loved ones arouses anxiety in me.
I strongly disagree
I somewhat agree

_____ X somewhat disagree
_

I strongly agree
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19.

The knowledge that I will surely die does not In any way affect

the conduct of my life.

20.

21.

I strongly disagree

_____ I somewhat disagree

I somewhat agree

_____ I strongly agree

I envision my own death as a painful, nightmarish experience.
I strongly disagree

I somewhat disagree

I somewhat agree

I strongly agree

I am afraid of dying.
I strongly disagree

I somewhat disagree

_____ I somewhat agree
22.

I strongly agree

I am afraid of being dead.
X strongly disagree

I somewhat disagree

_____ I somewhat agree
23.

I strongly agree

Many people become disturbed at the sight of a new grave

but it does not bother m e .
_____ I strongly disagree

_____ X somewhat disagree

I somewhat agree
24.

25.

I strongly agree

X am disturbed when I think about the shortness of life.
I strongly disagree

I somewhat disagree

I somewhat agree

I strongly agree

Thinking about death is a waste of time.
I strongly disagree

_ _ _ _ I somewhat disagree

I somewhat agree
26.

I strongly agree

Death should not be regarded as a tragedy if it occurs after a

productive life.
I strongly disagree
I somewhat agree

I somewhat disagree
____

I strongly agree
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27.

The Inevitable death of man poses a serious challenge to the

meaningfulness of human existence.
— ---- ^strongly disagree
______ 1 somewhat

28.

agree

______ I somewhat disagree
_____

I strongly agree

The death of the individual is ultimately beneficial because it

facilitates change in society.
I strongly disagree
- -29.

I somewhat agree

_____ 1 somewhat disagree
______ I strongly agree

I have a desire to live on after death.
1 strongly disagree
X somewhat agree

_____ I somewhat disagree
______ I strongly agree

30.The question of whether or not there is a

future

life worries me

considerably.
I strongly disagree
______ I somewhat agree

_____ I somewhat disagree
_____ I strongly agree

APPENDIX III
REACTION TIME WORD ASSOCIATION TEST
(RTWAT)
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RTWAT

part One: "I am going to read you a series of words one by one.
I want you to respond to each word with one other word.
It does not make any difference what your word is, but
it should be the very first word that comes to your mind
after you hear my word. When some people take this test
they have a tendency not to hear some words the examiner
calls out. I want you to resist this tendency:
I am not
to repeat the words. I will record your responses on this
tape recorder.
Ready. . ."
Part Two: "Now I am going to call out the same words again, and I
want you to respond with the very same words you did
before. Please try to be quick:
I will again tape record
your responses.
Ready. . ."

Death Words

Neutral Words

Burial (1)

Baggage (3)

Grave (2)

Customer (4)

Dying (5)

Floor (6 )

Cemetery (8 )

Desk (7)

Coffin (12)

Stupidity (9)

Funeral (13)

Shoemaker (10)

Death (15)

Spelling (11)

Suicide (17)

Tomato (14)

Undertaker (18)

Advertisement

Skeleton (20)

Architect (19)

Number denotes order in random presentation.

(16)

APPENDIX IV
CARD 2, 13B, 15 OF THEMATIC
APPERCEPTION TEST
(TAT)
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Vitf

APPENDIX V
THEMATIC APPERCEPTION TEST
Scoring Criteria
(TAT! - TAT2 )
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THEMATIC APPERCEPTION TEST

Units scored were whole sentences, clauses, or short paragraphs
in which the following themes appeared.*

TAT^ - Personalized Death Anxiety Themes
Affliction, physical handicap, illness, disease.
Unspecified bad something, terrible something.
Calamity such as shipwreck, tornado, flood, etc.
Physical danger or threat or injury or vague threat
such as by a ghost.
Bad environment, uncongenial surroundings, negative
-(press) Env:
background.
Physical injury or harm, medical operation, amputation,
(press) Harm:
auto accident.
Negative opportunities, negative possibilities.
-(press) Oppor:
Trauma; emotional shock, including residual effect
(press) Traum:
"scar."
Trouble.
(press) Troub:
Monotony, routine, dullness in job, physical or
(press) Mono:
social surroundings.
Misfortune: Lesser specific evil befalls hero (not as
(press) M i s f :
serious as (press) Calam).
Death of the hero.
(press) Death;
(press) Claus:
Closed space, confinement, incarceration.
(press) No Alt: Lack of alternatives, blocking, nothing else to do,
"the end."
Obstacle of physical or social nature standing in the
(press) Obst;
way of need fulfillment, not otherwise classifiable.
Ignorance: To be ignorant, not know.
(press) Ignor:
- (need) Escape: Negative escape: Not avoiding unpleasant inner states
(not engaging in other activities) not ignoring or
forgetting about them.
(press) Fall Escape: Failure to escape.
(press)
(press)
(press)
(press)

Afflic:
Bad:
Calam:
Dang:

TATg - Death Anxiety Over Object Loss Themes
(press) Loss Death:

Death of love object, e.g., parent, child, spouse,
friend, etc.

*Scoring criteria taken from Dreger, R. M. Manual for Scoring the
Thematic Apperception Test. Revised from the University of Southern
California TAT Manual, 1975.

APPENDIX VI
PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY SCALES
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APPENDIX VII
NEUTRAL WORD ASSOCIATION TEST
(NWAT)
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NWAT

Part One:

"I am going to read you another series of words one by
one. I want you again to respond to each word with one
other word.
It does not make any difference what your
word is, but it should be the very first word that
comes to your mind after you hear my word. When some
people take this test they have a tendency not to hear
some words the examiner calls out. I want you to resist
this tendency: I am not to repeat the words. I will
record your responses on this tape recorder.
Ready. . ."

Part Two:

"I am going to call out the same words again, and I want
you to respond with the very same words you did before.
Please try to be quick: I will again tape record your
responses. Ready. . ."

Building Oriented Words

Nonbuilding Oriented Words

Superstructure (1)

Basket (3)

Porch (2)

Pen (4)

Construction (5)

Tradition (6 )

Terrace (8 )

Footstep (7)

Building (12)

Saturation (9)

Tower (13)

Captain (10)

Formation (15)

Transmission (11)

Fabrication (17)

Tabulation (14)

Custodian (18)

Strawberry (16)

Skyscraper (20)

Anthology (19)

Number denotes order in random presentation.

APPENDIX VIII
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLES
DEATH ANXIETY MEASURES
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DEATH ANXIETY SCALE
(DAS)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Group

2

0.02

Error

87

680.43

Total

89

680.45

Mean Square

F

0.01

0.01

7.82

F
NS

88

DEATH CONCERN SCALE
(DCS)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Group

2

313.76

Error

87

10485.53

Total

89

10799.29

Mean Square

156.88
120.52

F

1.30

F

NS

89

THEMATIC APPERCEPTION TEST^
(TATX)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Group

2

42.47

Error

87

673.93

Total

89

716.40

Mean Square
21.23
7.75

F
2.74

P
NS

90

THEMATIC

APPERCEPTION

TESTg

(TAT2 )

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Group

2

17.69

8.84

Error

87

312.77

3.59

Total

89

330.46

F
2,46

P
NS
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THEMATIC APPERCEPTION TEST 3
tat 3

Source

Group

Sum of Squares

DF

2

86 .42

Mean Square

43.21

F

3.25

P

*

MLT vs .Pre MLT,Post MLT

1

63.61

63.61

4.78 *

Pre MLT vs .Post MLT

1

22.81

22.81

1.72 NS

Error

87

1156 .30

Total

89

1242 .72

* p<.05
PreMLT = Pre Mid-Life Transition Group
MLT
» Mid-Life Transition Group
PostMLT= Post Mid-Life Transition Group

13.29
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WORD ASSOCIATION TEST OVERALL MEAN
DIFFERENTIAL REACTION TIME
(WATDRT)

Source

DF

Sura of Squares

Mean Square

Group

2

50423.09

25211.54

Error

87

1450182.73

16668.77

Total

89

1500605.82

F
1.51

P
NS

I
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WORD ASSOCIATION TEST OVERALL MEAN
DIFFERENTIAL RECALL REACTION TIME
(WATDRRT)

Source

DF

Stun of Squares

Group

2

13925.62

Error

87

412230.43

Total

89

426156.05

Mean Square

6962.81
4738.28

F

1.47

P

NS

94

WORD ASSOCIATION TEST MEAN
DIFFERENTIAL RECALL ERRORS
(WATDRE)

Source

DF

Group

2

Sum of Squares
17.09

Mean Square
8.54

3.15

MLT vs.PreMLT,PostMLT

1

0.02

0.02

PreMLT vs. PostMLT

1

17.07

17.07

Error

87

235.63

Total

89

252.72

* p<.05
PreMLT = Pre Mid-Life Transition Group
MLT
= Mid-Life Transition Group
PostMLT = Post Mid-Life Transition Group

2.71

F

P
*
0.01 NS
6.30 *

APPENDIX IX
PERCENTILE SCORES FOR TAT-^ AND TAT2
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PERCENTILE SCORES FOR TATX AND TAT2

TAT^

TAT-

99

4.74780

2.29680

95

3.90150

1.86900

90

3.53750

1.68500

80

3.17350

1.50100

70

2.85500

1.34000

60

2.62750

1.22500

50

2.40000

1.11000

40

2.17250

.99500

30

1.94500

.88000

20

1.62650

.71900

10

1.26250

.53500

5

.89850

.35100

Percentile

APPENDIX X
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLES
PERSONAL ORIENTATION INVENTORY

(POI)

97

98

TIME COMPETENCE
(TC)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Group

2

0.55

Error

87

879.90

Total

89

880.45

Mean Square
0.28
10.11

F
0.03

P
NS

99

INNER SUPPORT
(I)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Group

2

171.02

Error

87

11215.60

Total

89

11386.62

Mean Square
85.51
128.91

F
0.66

P
NS
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SELF ACTUALIZING VALUE
(SAV)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Group

2

11.27

5.63

Error

87

654.83

7.53

Total

89

666.10

F
0.75

P
NS

101

EXISTENTIALITY
(EX)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Group

2

40.15

20.08

Error

87

1748.47

20.10

Total

89

1788.62

F

0.99

P

NS

102

FEELING REACTIVITY
(FR)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Group

2

2.15

1.08

Error

87

761.40

8.75

Total

89

763.55

F

0.12

P

NS

103

SPONTANEITY
(S)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Group

2

23.49

Error

87

573.00

Total

89

596.49

Mean Square

11.74
6.59

F

1.78

P

NS

104

SELF REGARD
(SR)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Group

2

6.49

3.24

Error

87

409.30

4.70

Total

89

415.79

F

0.69

P

NS

105

SELF ACCEPTANCE
(SA)

Source

DF

Sura of Squares

Mean. Square

Group

2

18.49

9.24

Error

87

980.50

11.27

Total

89

999.99

F

P

0.82

NS
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NATURE OF MAN CONSTRUCTIVE
(NC)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Group

2

0.87

0.43

Error

87

332.03

3.82

Total

89

332.90

F

0.11

P

NS
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SYNERGY
(SY)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Group

2

6.20

3.10

Error

87

110.70

1.27

Total

89

116.90

F

2.44

P

NS

108

ACCEPTANCE OF AGGRESSION
(A)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Group

2

11.62

Error

87

1034.87

Total

89

1046.49

Mean Square

5.81
11.89

F

0.49

P

NS
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CAPACITY FOR INTIMATE CONTACT
(C)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

Group

2

24.16

12.08

Error

87

1063.13

12.22

Total

89

1087.29

F

0.99

P

NS

APPENDIX XI
ANOVA SUMMARY TABLES
(Split Plot)

Comparison of Reaction Time Word Association
Test with Neutral Word Association Test
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Ill

WORD ASSOCIATION TEST OVERALL MEAN
DIFFERENTIAL REACTION TIME
(WATDRT)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

F

.96

NS

P

2

18655.21

9327.61

87

840543.95

9661.42

Type Word

1

22288.94

22288.94

2.36

NS

Group X Type

2

39129.74

19564.87

2.07

NS

Error(b)

.87

821553.82

9443.15

Total

179

1742171.66

9732.80

Group
Error(a)

112

WORD ASSOCIATION TEST OVERALL MEAN
DIFFERENTIAL RECALL REACTION TIME
(WATDRRT)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

2

19341.14

9670.57

87

307655.97

3536.27

Type Word

1

4400.56

Group X Type

2

Group
Error(a)

Error(b)
Total

F

P

2.73

NS

4400.55

1.15

NS

5588.54

2794.27

0.73

NS

87

332774.90

3824.99

179

669761.11

3741.68
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WORD ASSOCIATION TEST MEAN
DIFFERENTIAL RECALL
ERRORS
(WATDRE)

Source

DF

Sum of Squares

Mean Square

F

P

1.60

NS

2

8.14

4.07

87

221.17

2.54

Type Word

1

18.69

18.69

8.99

**

Group X Type

2

9.41

4.71

2.26

NS

87

180.90

2.08

179

438.31

2.45

Group
Error(a)

Error(b)
Total

** p

.01
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